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Adaptive Algorithm Advantages

Signalshape

The Anteligen Adaptive Algorithm data acquisition technique is implemented to sequentially sample fields
in areas with highly dynamic behavior and skip regions which have smooth near-field variations. Utilizing this
method significantly reduces the number of samples by up to 75% while attaining the same measurement
accuracy. Furthermore, our adaptive sampling, reduces measurement time by more than 80%. This approach
helps to reduce the post processing time for source reconstruction.

Anteligen’s innovative very near-field software platform with adaptive
sampling and machine learning capability, is a fast and accurate way to
measure OTA performance of a device under test (DUT) and detect faulty elements
in one integrated platform. The software is capable of reducing measurement time by
more than 80% compared to what is available in the market.

Anteligen developed a near-field source reconstruction method in
conjunction with machine learning algorithms to detect radiated
emissions from defective elements while the device is under normal
operation.
This method, combined with the antenna characterization, allows one
measurement procedure to capture OTA testing and fault detection. This
yields significant advantages to those with exposure to mass production
and quality control procedures.
Our hardware platform considerably reduces the significant amount of
time needed in the movement of positioners in antenna measurement
setups (planar, cylindrical, or spherical) to a simple fast linear belt
movement. Implementing this design concept for measurement
probes, makes the implementation ideal in a manufacturing process.
The measurement platform, along with our adaptive software, creates
unprecedented automation that decreases the time of OTA testing
to less than a minute per wireless device.
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Accurate far-field patterns calculation from very close measured data
De-embed reflections from metallic structures within the chamber (by knowing the position and
geometry of these elements)
Filter out reflections from other sources including positioner, absorber, camera, etc.
Obtain valid far-field pattern if the AUT has an unknown offset from the center of measurement
Measurement Capabilitites

Advanced Features

2D planar/cylindrical

Extreme near-field measurement

3D Spherical

Full Probe Correction

Single & Dual polarization

Interfering object correction

Phase center extraction

Compatible with LabView, MATLAB

Full probe correction is used jointly with a source
reconstruction method for antenna diagnosis and nearfield-to-far-field (NF-FF) transformation. The method is
based on the introduction of the probe antenna‘s pattern
as a weighting function into the field integral equations
relating the measured near field and the antenna‘s
equivalent sources. In this way, the equivalent currents are
reconstructed without distortion due to the probe‘s pattern,
as well as the fields calculated from those currents.

Signalshape NF-FF Transformation GUI
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